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Make your own music video birthday party

Stay up tot with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Take a journey down the memory path that will make you feel the nostalgia AF YouTube Music Videos are fun to watch for a multitude of reasons, but if you ask us, we like to watch them for design inspiration. Below, House Beautiful has put
together a list of music videos that showcase some of the best homes we've ever seen. Whether you use castles, mansions or castles, our list has something for everyone, including the houses that have served as the backdrop to the likes of Taylor Swift, Drake, the Jonas Brothers and Lana Del Rey. As the saying goes,
there is no place like home and we really wish that three clicks of a pair of glittering red shoes were the only thing that keeps us from being transported to these music video houses right now. Advertising - Continue playing below Taylor Swift, Blank Space There's a reason Why Taylor Swift's music video for Blank Space
has over 2.5 billion views - her visuals are beautifully on top and opulent in a way that perfectly suits Swift's captivating lyrics. This award-winning clip was mainly shot at Oheka Castle, the second largest house in the United States Built for financier and philanthropist Otto Hermann Kahn, the 1919 gold coast estate was
designed by Delano and Aldrich with gardens by the Olmsted Brothers (son of Frederick Law Olmsted of Central Park fame). Oheka is now a wedding and event venue (and hotel) where celebrities like Kevin Jonas (who is also on this list) have married. If we ever get the chance to visit Oheka, we promise not to throw
the décor into the fireplace, stab the perfectly painted portraits in ruin, and have a messy, mascara-ruin breakdown in front of a marble fireplace. WATCH THE VIDEO Drake, Toosie Slide Drake's very own Toronto mansion takes centre stage in his video for Toosie Slide, and now we know why he kept singing Just hold
on, let's go home in one of his other hit songs - we'd rush home too if ours looked like this. If you're looking for even more drake-related design inspiration after watching this video, he and his mansion are also featured on the May 2020 issue cover of the AD. If you need me, I'll be in my feelings wishing this to be my
home. WATCH THE VIDEO Jonas Brothers, Sucker If you make a surprise comeback years after the breakup of your group of successful brothers and you don't know where to film your first music video, a mansion 75,000 square feet that is more than 400 years old should do the trick. The clip Sucker begins with an
extraordinary exterior settlement shot of Hatfield House, a Jacobean estate just outside London. We think it's safe to say that this house is the main attraction of this Jonas Brothers clip. We, too, would like to parade around a historic English country house in tulle ball gown with a packet of corgis, to Queen Elizabeth
II.WATCH THE VIDEO Bazzi, Myself You may have heard Bazzi's song Myself in various Tik Tok videos in recent months, given that it went viral two years after its release, but we prefer to watch the accompanying clip for its very French inspired furniture (and the chic poodles that sit on , baroque mirrors, and detailed
molding. The exterior of this house has timeless features such as Corinthian columns, vaulted windows and a Mediterranean-style roof made of clay tiles. In the words of Bazzi himself, I think I'm losing my mind... about this house and its eye-catching design. WATCH THE VIDEO Iggy Azalea, Started The Los Angeles
mansion featured in Iggy Azalea's Started is quite a feat of architecture and interior design, with its wrought iron entrance and matching railing, intricate white crown molding, and damask wallpaper. Not to mention this fancy home comes with dreamy views of lush landscapes that California is known for. And, as Iggy
Azalea herself sings in this song, her house is so big, [she is] sitting on acres and acres, [she] has never seen [her] neighbors. We would like to be able to identify with these words, but we will just have to live vicariously through this video for now. WATCH THE VIDEO Lana Del Rey, Born to Die The Château de
Fontainebleau, located in France, is probably the most spectacular house on this list given its cathedral-esque grandeur, and Lana Del Rey's incorporation of live tigers, her signature flower crown, and a chair adorned with a throne truly match her vision. This important Renaissance-style work (listed as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site) was home to many French monarchs, including Napoleon III, nephew of Napoleon Bonaparte. There is one thing we know for sure - we will have no sadness - summer - if this castle is in our sights. WATCH THE VIDEO This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to
help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about it and content similar to piano.io Advertising - Continue playing below TikTok videos are more fun with music and sounds. Fortunately for you, the app has a vast library of sounds to search, discover, preview and instantly add to
your videos. It's extremely easy to find and apply a sound to your video, however, there are some restrictions with customization. For example, you can't choose the exact section of a song or to apply to your video. TikTok will apply it exactly as it plays in its preview. You can add music to videos you download on TikTok
from your device or videos you record directly through the app. The following instructions can be followed in the same way for android and iOS versions of the TikTok app, TikTok, Screenshots are included only for the iOS version. Open the TikTok app on your Android or iOS device and press the Add (plus sign) button
in the bottom menu to shoot a new video. If you have an existing video (or videos) stored on your device that you want to post on TikTok, you can download it to the app and then add a sound to it. Press Download to the right of the recording button. If you record your video via the TikTok app instead of downloading it,
you can move on to step six. Tap the Select checkbox at the top right of the video tile (or multiple video tiles) to select it. Tap the video itself to preview it. You can also switch from the Videos tab to the Images tab at the top if you also want to include photos. Then press into the bottom right corner. Crop your video as an
option, change the speed or change the orientation before selecting Next in the top right corner. Steps six and seven are for users who record their video through the app, so from here you can move on to step eight. If you're recording a video directly through the TikTok app, tap the big Red Record button to take small
bursts of recorded video or tap alternately and hold it to continue recording throughout. Before you start recording, be sure to use the infertile settings at the bottom of the screen to select a 60-second or 15-second video recording. Apply optional effects using the buttons on the preview screen, then press the checkmark
button. Select Sons in the bottom left corner. Browse TikTok's built-in sound library using the categories or searching for something specific using the search field at the top. Categories like Recommended, Playlist, Gaming, Hip Hop, Greatest Hits and more are previewed on the main tab. Tap All at the top right of any
category to see all the sounds included in this specific category. Note that sounds have different lengths of time. Some can be as short as 10 seconds while others are as long as a minute. Be sure to select one with the right length for your video length. Tap a sound to hear the clip play, then select the checkmark to the
right of it to apply to your video and preview it as the sound plays. If you want to change the sound, simply tap The Sounds again at the bottom left to choose another sound. If you come across a sound you want to use for a Video, tap the bookmark icon to the right of it to save it to your Favorites tab. Press volume in the
vertical menu on the right to adjust the volume of the original sound and the added sound up or down, then press the checkmark when you're done. Finish editing your video with optional effects, text, stickers and more. Select Next at bottom right to add a caption, set visibility. When you've finished your adjustments, tap
Post to add the video to TikTok. Thank you for let us know! Tell us why! Jump Jump Plan a musical game and a dance party the next time you welcome young first-year students to your home. The music will keep them active, while the games will occupy them. The end result will be a fun and memorable party. Go for the
decorations to enhance a modified disco theme - the sounds and icons of this period are well known to all. Install a disco ball with flashing lights and plan to darken the lights in your party room to a level that is safe for kids, but dark enough to make things exciting. String mini disco type lights around your party room. Play
popular music that kids know well, like Radio Disney CDs. Start your party with a craft project that is a great way to entertain the kids as you wait for everyone to arrive. They can work at their own pace while interacting with the rest of the group. In keeping with the disco theme, create suncatchers using blank or used
(undesirable) CDs. Stick the dull sides of the CDs together before the party. Provide children with two-foot lengths of thong cord to thread through the center hole. Provide an assortment of pony beads to thread on the cord before joining the ends. (Offer to help all children who are too young to tie their cords on their
own.) Then give the children an assortment of stickers and glitter with glue to decorate their CDs. If one of them finishes quickly, you can always give them coloring pages and colored pencils to fill the remaining time. It is best not to have winners and losers. Instead of giving prizes to the winners, give small prizes to
everyone to participate, or skip the prizes altogether! This avoids the hard feelings and tears of young children who have not quite mastered the art of losing gracefully. Choose one of these games for your party: Music Numbers - Create a circle of numbered papers or card stock for each guest. Place sheets of paper with
each number in a hat. Let the children dance around the circle to the music. Stop the music, ask the children to stand on the next number and pull a piece of paper from the hat. The child on this number leaves the game with his numbered paper and chooses a prize from a basket. Continue until all children are out of the
game. Limbo - This game doesn't need a winner or a loser to be fun. Children love to challenge themselves by going lower and lower under the stick of limbo. Play Chubby Checker's classic song Limbo Rock during this game. Hot potato - Instead a potato, use flashlights or flashing balls of light. Turn down the lights
while you play this game. Hand each guest, except one, a flashing light ball. Play music and let the children pass the lights around the circle until the music stops. The person without light when the music stops is out. Keep an extra light handy for the person who is out. Freeze Dance - Add a touch to this classic game by
telling the kids to in a particular shape every time the music goes out. For example, at a birthday party, you could tell them to freeze like a birthday cake, a candle, a party hat, a balloon, a gift, and so on. Send them home with their sunscreens and other goodies on the disco subject such as disco ball necklaces or key
chains and colorful paddle ball games. Add as much candy as your conscience and budget will allow! Remember that kids love their party favors. Before the party, label the bags with the names of your guests so that they can easily add their crafts and prizes won during the games to their party bags. Provide popular



party food for children, with perhaps a small decorative twist, unless you want a lot of leftovers. PizzaSandwiches cut with a musical note or instrument cookie cutters of instrumentsSnack foods such as pretzels, healthy snack chips like grapes and baby carrots (when offered, most kids enjoy healthy options too!) Juice
boxesMilkButter cookies cut into the shape of music notes or instruments. Birthday cake or cupcakes with decoration of musical notes. Draw them on your cake with black decorative icing, or take musical notes from chocolate - melt the chips in your microwave, pour into a plastic or pastry bag, cut the tip and draw notes
on a sheet of waxed paper. Refrigerate until firm and put in your cake or cupcakes. Cupcakes.
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